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ABSTRACT
Developer communities built around software products, like
the SAP Community Network, provide a knowledge base for
reocurring problems and their solutions. Due to the large
amount of content maintained in such communities, e.g., in
forums, finding relevant solutions is a major challenge be-
yond the scope of common keyword-based search engines.
In fact, it is measured that around 50% of the forum ques-
tions of our particular scenario have already been answered
at the time they are posted.

We target this challenge by an entity aware search, which
exploits structured knowledge, such as domain-specific on-
tologies, for both query interpretation and creation of doc-
ument indexes. The system takes a natural language query
as input, interprets it as an entity graph, matches this graph
with pre-processed content and supports the user in refining
his query based on the top-k relevant entities. Results are
presented in a user interface that supports faceted search
based on entities. Additionally, the user interface is struc-
tured according to possible search intentions of users. The
evaluation of our system on the SCN scenario yields that the
top 5 entities in user queries are recognized with a precision
of 83% compared to 61% of state of the art algorithms.

1. ENTITY-BASED FORUM SEARCH
The SAP Community Network (SCN) is a community

platform for customers and developers working with SAP
products. SCN forums serve as a knowledge base for reoc-
curring problems and their solutions. We have developed
the RankIE system (Ranking of documents based on Infor-
mation Extraction), to support users in finding relevant con-
tent based on entities, such as software components, error
messages, field specific terms, etc. Users post queries to the
system and refine their search intention. RankIE points to
existing high quality answers and allows filtering results ac-
cording to the document source. The main processing steps
are:

(P1) Offline recognition, ranking and indexing of entity
graphs for the documents in the text corpus (Sec. 2). Fig-
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ure 1 shows an extraction plan suited for the SCN scenario.

(P2) Online recognition of the top k relevant entity graphs
of a user’s query (Sec. 3). Figure 2 depicts an example of
such an entity graph for a sample query studied throughout
this paper.

(P3) Similarity computation of query and answer entity
graphs and retrieval of corresponding documents (described
in more details in Sec. 3 and exemplified in Fig. 3)

(P4) Refinement and re-ranking of the top k entity query
by the user as described in Sec. 4 (go back to P3).

In processing steps P1 and P2, the system recognizes do-
main relevant entities, such as software components, error
messages and field specific terms. We also consider here
complex entities with arbitrary relationships among each
other (facts and events in terms of [5]). Results of these
processing steps are the top k relevant entities from a text,
organized as a graph structure. This graph expresses the
text’s grammatical structure, the occurrences and relations
of entities in the text and their counterparts within the do-
main knowledge, in this case a simple ontology.

The ontology applied for recognizing product entities –
SAPTerm1 – combines the SAP Component hierarchy (con-
taining the logical structural design of SAP products) and
the SAP Terminology (linking technical terms to the hier-
archy). Interpretations of a text are derived from mappings
between the linguistic representation of a text and the struc-
tured representation of the relevant segment of the ontology
(in terms of subgraphs over SAPTerm). They might map
directly to a component, a term or just an abbreviation of a
term, which provides an ambiguous hint for a component oc-
currence according to SAPTerm. In order to cope with this
challenge, we have to rank identified entities with respect to
their domain context.

Processing step P3 performs a similarity computation of
entity graphs derived from queries and the possible answers.
P4 addresses the re-ranking of entities by allowing the user
to select the most relevant entries from a list of candidates.
Feedback is important, because precision of recognition can
differ due to quality of input data and ambiguity. In this
way, we implicitly provide a controlled vocabulary to the
user allowing him to state his query more precisely.

2. DOCUMENT PROCESSING
This section introduces AdaptIE, the extraction modeling

tool, RapidUIM, the information extraction system devel-
oped for text processing, and details of the domain knowl-
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edge as well as the dataset used within the SCN scenario.
Extraction plan modeling. Figure 1.a and Fig. 1.b show
extraction plans created with AdaptIE. The unique feature
of AdaptIE is to generate customized instances of the mod-
eling tools for end users (domain experts). An IE expert can
customize the modeling tool (and respectively the modeling
language), e.g., by instantiating and parameterizing generic
operators, combining the operators into complex ones and
hiding low level parameters. The customized tool is used by
domain experts to create extraction plans. This approach
allows them to leverage domain knowledge without concern-
ing themselves with details of IE. Different users can work
on extraction plans, using their own modeling language, and
exchange the results via a common repository.
IE framework. Extraction plans created with AdaptIE are
executed by a generic Information Extraction framework -
RapidUIM. It is an Algebraic Information Extraction System
developed within SAP Research (similar to [8]). It relies on
atomic operators (e.g., shown in Fig. 1.a), which can be com-
bined to complex ones (e.g., shown in Fig. 1.b). Operators
work on annotations, which are extracted fragments of a
document, such as title or a recognized product. They con-
tain semantic metadata, such as the entity type (e.g., SAP
Product) and the extracted entity itself (the unique iden-
tifier of, e.g., NetWeaver 2004s). An operator takes as an
input a set of annotation and returns new ones. Addition-
ally, each operator links incoming and outgoing annotations
resulting in an entity graph representing a document.

Atomic operators (see Tab. 1) conduct a single and in-
divisible task in IE, such as extracting entities, identifying
relationships, and combining extracted entities into complex
ones. In our framework we distinguish the following groups
of atomic operators: Basic operators are used to extract en-
tities from unstructured documents based on grammatical
rules or dictionaries. Relation operators combine extracted
annotations to complex entities or map them to structured
data. Set operators are similar to those known from SQL,
such as group by, union, and aggregation of extracted enti-
ties. Atomic operators can be chained together to Complex
operators. Complex operators encapsulate a complete task
in the process of IE (e.g., extracting a relation between prod-
ucts and error messages).

Dataset and Domain Knowledge. Our system works
on textual data retrieved from the SCN community: Fo-
rums, blogs, product homepages as well as high quality con-
tent provided by SAP teams - SAP Notes and SAP library
documents. We use the SAPTerm to identify components of
SAP Products even when they are not explicitly mentioned
in a text. SAPTerm is a simple ontology, which stores vo-
cabulary around SAP Products in 32 languages. It contains
additional data such as glossary definitions, abbreviation,
and synonyms. The three entity types within SAPTerm
– Component (parts of SAP Products), Term, and Variant

– build up an inter-type topology. Matching a lower level
node, such as Term or Variant, frequently means to match
highly ambiguous terms, such as ‘configuration’, ‘exchange’,
or ‘adapter’. While their individual relevance is low, they
provide the capability to identify Component entities that
are not explicitly mentioned. Even when applied on rather
small forum posts (on average 3.6 sentences per post), the
derived entity graph contains on average 182 direct matched
entities and 218 indirect identified entities. On average this
includes 102 Component entities, from which an interpreta-

tion of the post in the domain of SAPTerm is to be de-
rived. ABAP, Java errors (see Fig. 1), SAP Notes, as well
as structural parts of a document are extracted using regular
expressions. We recognize also page types, such as product
homepage and download sites, running regular expression
on pages’ URLs.

Operator Description

Import Import documents from data source.
Basic Operators

ErcRegEx Match against regular expression.
RxR Extract a text between two regular expression.
SentenceEx Extract sentences.
NounPhrEx Extracts noun phrases.
ErcDict Dictionary matcher.

Relation Operators
ErcRel Relates annotations with real

objects (from structured data).
Relate Combines two entities (annotations)

in one complex entity (annotation)
Set Operators

Union Union of input annotations.
Group Groups annotations by document id.
Minus Subtracts two sets of annotations.

Table 1: Example of operators in IE framework.

Figure 1: (a) Plan for extracting products and errors
(b) Complex operator to identify SAP products.

3. RANKING ENTITIES AND DOCUMENTS
Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the ExplainIE tool, devel-

oped for evaluating IE results using lineage information. Ex-
plain functionality provided by this tool has been a missing
feature in IE as discussed in [4]. ExplainIE visualizes the re-
sult of the document processing in terms of an entity graph.
This graph combines information on the document struc-
ture (Document, Sentence, and Noun Phrase nodes) with
entity nodes (Matched Entity, Derived Entity). The lat-
ter are either derived directly via fuzzy matching of text
fragments and SAPTerm’s textual contents or indirectly uti-
lizing SAPTerm relationships. Next to the graph, on the
right hand side of Fig. 2, the original document is displayed
and found entities are highlighted. A filtering panel allows
exploring the entity graph in more detail.

Our ranking algorithm allows for identification of entities
even when they are not explicitly mentioned in documents
(based on [1]). It selects the top k entities, applying the con-
cepts developed for knowledge graphs in NAGA (see [6]) to
the domain of IE. In particular our scoring model is charac-
terized by (a) a confidence measure, which covers the degree
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Figure 2: User interface of ExplainIE for evaluating information extraction tasks

of certainty in a direct or derived match and (b) an informa-
tiveness measure estimating the relevance of relations among
text fragments and entity subgraphs out of SAPTerm. Both
measures are combined into a common score to select the
top k entities for a given text within the covered domain.

Common score. The ranking score(ε | d) of entities for
a document d, respectively the entity graph G, is obtained
from d. Using the decomposition of d into noun phrases npi,
we can express the score as the sum over the probability
P (ε | npi) that npi is related to ε:

score(ε | d) ≡
1

M

N∑
i=1

P (ε | npi), (1)

P (ε | npi) ≡
∑

paths∈G

∏
e∈path

pconf(e) pinfo(e). (2)

Here, N is the total number of noun phrases in d, M
is the number of all matches with an entity in SAPTerm,
and e denotes edges in the entity graph G. Generally, both
direct matches and derived entity matches are contributing
to P (ε | npi). Each contribution is facilitated by a matching
path in the entity graph G that connects npi with ε as shown
in the ‘Top Entitiys Subgraph’ in Fig. 2. P (ε | npi) relies
on the two measures confidence pconf(e) and informativeness
pinfo(e) discussed in the following.

Confidence. For computing pconf(e) we measure the sim-
ilarity on character level by an adapted Levenshtein dis-
tance and on token level based on an adapted Dice Coeffi-
cient. The token level similarity computes the length of the
matched content in comparison with the longest match for
this particular noun phrase. The longest match therefore
gets the highest weight while shorter matches stay in the
result set with a lower weight. Assuming the correctness of
SAPTerm, we take Pconf(e) = 1 for all edges to indirect de-
rived entities, as the entity structure is independent to the
similarity matching problem.

Informativeness. Two parameters determine the infor-
mativeness pinfo(e) of a relation between a noun phrase npi

and an entity ε. First, npi may point to several entities
in SAPTerm decreasing the informativeness of pinfo(e) for
each instance. Second, the occurrence of npi may not be
related at all to an entity within our domain, but rather
be connected with facts outside of the domain. We capture
these effects (a) by relating the informativeness of a match
relation to the term frequency tf of ε over the database

(similar to [3]) and (b) by accounting for the probability
pout that matches involving npi fall out of the domain of
SAPTerm. The assignment of informativeness values to
edges between higher level entities pinfo(e), indirectly de-
rived from SAPTerm, proceeds along similar lines. First,
we take into account that a node may be related to more
than one subsequent node, thus reducing the informative-
ness of the relation to a particular end node. Moreover,
while SAPTerm models relations among nodes, the original
document may in fact be related to lower level nodes and
not to further derived entities. Therefore, we have config-
ured for each relation type within SAPTerm a parameter
pself limiting the propagation of informativeness within the
graph.

Document Retrieval. The top 5 entities are either (a)
stored together with their sub-graphs for pre-processing doc-
uments or (b) shown in the user interface in case of query
processing. The retrieval of relevant answers for a given
query is done by retrieving the documents with the most
similar entity graphs. For computing similarity, we employ
the vector space model on top of entities and their com-
puted scores (implicitly encoding the graph’s structure) and
compute the cosine similarity of query and answer graphs
(Gq,Ga) as cosθ = 〈Gq, Ga〉 /(||Gq||||Ga||). We evaluated
our algorithm against human experts choosing the top enti-
ties for 100 random forum posts. The algorithm recognized
the top 1 component entity with an f-measure of 87% com-
pared to 79% of a state-of-the-art algorithm for recognizing
structured entities [7]. Investigating the top 5 entities, we
obtain 83% recognition as compared with 61% for the alter-
native algorithm.

4. USER INTERACTION
The user interface of our system is shown in Fig. 3. First,

the user enters his query (Fig. 3.1) and immediately obtains
results together with the system’s interpretation of the rele-
vant entities (Fig. 3.2). The corresponding entity graph has
been partially depicted on Fig. 2. Upon inspection of the
results (Fig. 3.3), the user may refine the interpretation on
the top k entities based on additional information provided
by the system (Fig. 3.4). Additionally, the user interface
provides a glossary for identified entities (Fig. 3.3a), points
to related homepages (Fig. 3.3b), and shows experts who
are familiar with the identified SAP components (Fig. 3.3c).
The UI’s structure has been designed to address the search
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Figure 3: Entity centric search within the SAP Community Network

intentions classified in [2]. Navigational queries are targeted
by providing homepages of SAP products or technologies.
Moreover, informational queries are tackled, apart from the
result list, by the glossary section and the mouse over func-
tionality within the interpretation box. It helps to answer
immediately what-is queries in case the user is not familiar
with some terminology. Additionally, the user can narrow
the query by faceted filtering (Fig. 3.4a) where facets corre-
spond to entities or entity types identified in the results.

5. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEMO
The demo will introduce the complete process of solv-

ing the presented task. First, the modeling system for IE
– AdaptIE– and the underlying generic IE framework –
RapidUIM– presented in Sec. 2 (see Fig. 1) are used to
model the extraction task presented in Sec. 2. We then
evaluate results for a small set of example documents using
ExplainIE (see Fig. 2). Showing examples, we will give in-
sights in the underlying scoring algorithms by studying the
influence of the different metrics. Finally, we will investi-
gate how the user interacts with the search system (shown
in Fig. 3), posting a set of queries corresponding to different
search intentions against a large document set. We will also
investigate the capabilities of the user interface for query
refinement and for narrowing the result set as discussed in
Sec. 4.
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